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OUTLINE OF THE PAPER

Abui emotion and cognition predicates
• Semantic alignment
• Bodyparts involved
• Morphosyntactic properties

Emotion predicates in Eastern Indonesia
• Klamer 2001, Musgrave 2006, Dix Grimes n.d., Schapper 2011, ...

Emotion and cognition metaphors
• Maalej 2004, Lakoff and Johnson 1999, Kövecses et al. 2009, Levinson 2006, 

Shaver et al. 2001

Language contact in Wallacea and New Guinea
• Enfield 2003, 2008; Ross 1996, 2007; Mithun 2007; Matras 2009
• Matriarchal societies - type of language contact and its consequences (Reid)
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PUZZLE AND OUTLINE OF THE ARGUMENT

• Abui and some neighboring languages have a rich body-part based set of emotion and 
cognition predicates

• Similar body-part based predicates have been reported elsewhere in E Indonesia as well.

• Body-part based emotion predicates are claimed as one of the linguistic area defining 
features (Musgrave 2006), but at the same time, body-part based metaphors for describing 
emotions are common worldwide (Levinson 2006, )

• Papuan languages have been reported to have a wealth of body-part based predicates to 
describe emotions and cognition, yet the WMP languages have much poorer inventories

• What kind of language contact pattern could replicate them in the Wallacea area (Klamer , 
Musgrave, Dix Grimes n.d.)

• Genetic evidence: matrilocal and matrilineal early Austronesian societies (Lansing and 
others)

• Semantic convergence - metatypy covering large area - must identify which body parts are 
commonly used and how similar are they in neighbouring lanugages and where is the 
greatest diversity (Ross, Enfield), Role of women in language contact, linguistic complexity 
(Dahl and others)
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EMOTION AND COGNITION PREDICATES IN ABUI (PAPUAN, ALOR)
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ARGUMENT MARKING IN ABUI

Kratochvíl 2011:592

!"# Franti!ek Kratochvíl

I will now exemplify the use of the pronominal forms listed in Table 2 and then 
turn to the semantic features driving the di"erential marking.

#.$ Use of pronominal forms in two-argument clauses

Abui pronouns listed in Table 2 can be used in both two-argument and single-
argument clauses. In this subsection I will exemplify the use of pronouns in two-
argument clauses and turn to single-argument clauses in Section 2.4.

Clauses that have two arguments usually (but not always) contain an #$%&' 
argument, such as the free pronoun na in (2a, 2e). (e #$%&' pronouns (high-
lighted in bold face in examples) are free and must precede the verb. When we 
compare examples (2b) and (2d), we can see that only one of the human partici-
pants is realised with the #$%&' free pronoun. In my analysis, plain )*s (which 
do not combine with a free pronoun) are analysed as )+,%'#- arguments, se-
mantically distinct from #$%&' and ,).+'/&+' arguments (see Section 4.1 for 
more details). (e bracketing in the gloss line of (2d) shows my analysis the free 
pronoun di: the optional )* (such as Simon di in 2d) and the free pronoun di co-
instantiate the #$%&' argument.4 (e second argument is either an ,).+'/&+' 
or a )+,%'#- argument. In (2a), the pre0x a- is a *#%1+)%; pre0x no- in (2b) is 
a '+$1*1+)%; -&$#%1&) pre0x ne- can be seen in (2c); the pre0x noo- in (2d) is a 
/&#-; and 0nally in (2e) the 2+)+3#$%14+ pre0x ee- can be seen. Pre0xes (in bold 
face) can attach to simple verbs (2a, 2d, 2e) or to complex predicates (2b, 2c). For 
the ease of data parsing, I have included abbreviation of the types of arguments 
involved, at the right edge of the translation line, such as (#-*#%) in (2a).

 (2) a. na a-ruidi
   [1sA]A 25.*#%-wake.up.$*-
   ‘I woke you up’ (#-*#%)
  b. Fanmalei no-k yai
   [name]N 15.'+$-%6'&7 laugh.$*-
   ‘Fanmalei laughed at me’ ()-'+$)
  c. di palootang mi ne-l bol
   [3A]A rattan take 15.-&$-/14+ hit
   ‘he hit me with a rattan (stick)’ (#--&$)
  d. Simon di noo-dik
   [name 3A]A 15./&#--prick
   ‘Simon is poking me’ (#-/&#-)
  e. ma na ee-bol
   be.*'8 [1sA]A 25.2+)-hit
   ‘let I hit instead of you’ (#-2+))
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ARGUMENT MARKING IN ABUI

Kratochvíl 2011:596

596 Franti!ek Kratochvíl

Table 3. (continued)
verb pat rec loc goal ben

l. tak ha-tak ?no-tak he-tak hoo-tak nee-ka!a
‘drop’ ‘shoot down’ ‘prevent it’ ‘stop him’ ‘stop for me’

m. bol *ha-bol ho-bol he-bol hoo-bol nee-bol
‘hit’ ‘him him’ ‘hit it’ ‘dust him o" ’ ‘hit for me’

n. kol ha-kol no-kol he-kol hoo-kol nee-kol
‘bind’ ‘bind it up’ ‘bind onto me’ ‘bind it’ ‘bind to him’ ‘bind for me’

o. dak ha-dak ?no-dak he-dak hoo-dak nee-dak
‘clasp’ ‘clutch it’ ‘measure it’ ‘measure on 

him’
‘measure for me’

p. beeka *ha-beeka no-beeka he-beeka noo-beeka nee-beeka
‘bad’ ‘I die’ ‘it’s bad’ ‘I don’t like’ ‘pity me’

q. beekda ha-beekda no-beekda he-beekda noo-beekda nee-beeka
‘get bad’ ‘damage it’ ‘I deteriorate’ ‘look a#er 

him’
‘alienate me’ ‘accuse me’

2.4 Use of pronominal forms in single-argument clauses

As can be seen in (4), the argument type of the single argument in intransitive 
clauses varies. It can be $ (4a), %$& (4b), '() (4c), *+) (4d), ,+$* (4e) or -(.&'$* 
(4f). However, I have not found a single-argument clause with a /(- argument.

 (4) a. ri oro luut-i
   [2%A]A 01& dance.)%*-%23
   ‘you were dancing over there’ ($)
  b. na-kaai
   11.%$&-drop.)%*
   ‘I stumbled’ (%$&)
  c. no-bui
   11.'()-short
   ‘I am short’ ('())
  d. he-beeka
   3.*+)-bad
   ‘it is bad’ (*+))
  e. noo-lila
   11.,+$*-hot
   ‘I am hot, I feel hot’  (,+$*)
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PERSON MARKING ALTERNATIONS IN ABUI

Kratochvíl 2011:595

 Transitivity in Abui 595

dependent-marking languages share a bias in di!erential realisation of animate 
and speci"c arguments. In dependent-marking languages, #$% is found perva-
sively (Bossong 1983; Aissen 2003; Malchukov 2005; Kittilä 2006; de Swart 2007). 
In head-marking languages, di!erential case marking is found in both subject and 
object (de Swart 2007). Because there is no nominal case in Abui and the notions 
of ‘subject’ and ‘object’ are problematic, I will use a more neutral term ‘di!erential 
realisation of arguments’ here. I will explore manifestations of this phenomenon 
in Abui in the following sections.

Table 3. Distribution of Abui pronominal pre"xes
verb pat rec loc goal ben

a. fanga ha-fanga do-fanga he-fanga noo-fanga nee-fanga
‘say’ ‘request him’ ‘ask for him-

self ’
‘say it’ ‘scold me’ ‘say for me’

b. liya ha-liya do-liya he-liya noo-liya nee-liya
‘&y’ ‘shoot it’ ‘&y on his own’ ‘&y on it’ ‘&y to me’ ‘&y for me’

c. faaling *ha-faaling do-faaling he-faaling noo-faaling nee-faaling
‘listen’ ‘listen for 

himself ’
‘listen to it’ ‘listen to me’ ‘listen for me’

d. wik ha-wik no-wik he-wik noo-wik nee-wik
‘carry’ ‘carry him’ 

(child)
‘carry for 
myself ’

‘carry it’ ‘let me carry’ ‘carry for me’

e. rumai ha-rumai no-rumai he-rumai noo-rumai nee-rumai
‘strong’ ‘strengthen it’ ‘I feel strong’ ‘it is strong’ ‘rely on me’ ‘strong for me’

f. fahak *ha-fahak *ho-fahak he-fahak noo-fahak nee-fahak
‘embrace’ ‘embrace it’ ‘hug me’ ‘hug for me’

g. dik ha-dik no-dik he-dik noo-dik hee-dik
‘stab’ ‘pierce it 

(through)’
‘I am stabbing’ ‘stab (at) it’ ‘poke him’ ‘stab for him’

h. tang ha-tang ?no-tang he-tang noo-tang hee-tang
‘hand’ ‘set it free’ ‘pass it along’ ‘hand to me’ ‘pay for me’

i. natet *ha-natet no-natet ?he-natet ?noo-natet hee-natet
‘stand’ ‘I halted’ ‘wait for me’

j. lel *ha-lel ?no-lel he-lel noo-lel nee-lel
‘threaten’ ‘almost do it’ ‘threaten me’ ‘threaten for me’

k. ka!a *ha-ka!a ?no-ka!a he-ka!a hoo-ka!a nee-ka!a
‘scratch’ ‘I scratch 

myself ’
‘scrape it’ ‘scratch him’ ‘scratch for me’
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SEMANTIC FEATURES OF RELEVANCE FOR ABUI AGREEMENT

Kratochvíl 2011:626

!"! Franti!ek Kratochvíl

In Næss’ (2007) view, events involving human undergoers represent the tran-
sitive prototype. An alternative view is taken by Kemmer (1994) who argues that 
the a"ected transitive argument refers to an inanimate participant:

 (38) A prototypical two-participant event is de#ned as a verbal event in which a 
human entity (an Agent) acts volitionally on an inanimate de#nite entity (a 
Patient) which is directly and completely a"ected by that event. $us, there 
are two participants, and the relation between them involves some kind of 
transmission of force or energy from the animate participant to the second, 
a"ected participant. (Kemmer 1994:191)

$ese two approaches make incompatible predictions about which type of under-
goers will be marked, but prove useful for unravelling the hierarchy of semantic 
features, as I will explain in the next section.

#.$ Relevance for semantic accounts of transitivity

I have shown that the Abui system re%ects consistently semantic features of partici-
pants. I have identi#ed eight primary semantic features that drive the argument re-
alisation, listed in Table 15. $e bracketed terms are those used in Beavers (2011).

It is a widely held view that actor and undergoer are cluster concepts (Cruse 
1973; Dowty 1991; Hopper and $ompson 1980; Rozwadowska 1988; Reinhart 
2003; Næss 2007; Creissels 2008:148). Abui o"ers insights in the internal structure 
of these clusters.

Control [+&'()] and a"ectedness [+*++] distinguish acting participants from 
a"ected ones in Abui. A"ectedness and control represent the most signi#cant dif-
ference between the two participants and each of them is further subdivided in 
subtypes. I have shown that control entails instigation [+,-.'] (Section 3.6) and is 
closely associated with volition [+/0)] (Section 3.5). In Section 3.2 I have argued 

Table 15. Semantic features of relevance for Abui argument realisation
type feature abbreviation

a. referential speci#city [±.1&]
b. actor instigation [±,-.']

control [±&'()]
volition [±/0)]

c. undergoer a"ectedness (potential change) [±*++]
individuation [±,-2]
change (non-quantised) [±&3*-45]
change of state (quantised) [±&0.]
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SEMANTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ABUI ARGUMENTS

Kratochvíl 2011:627

 Transitivity in Abui !"#

that a!ectedness is a gradable notion and at least four degrees can be distinguished 
in Abui: (i) unspeci"ed a!ectedness [#$%%], (ii) potential a!ectedness [+$%%], (iii) 
change [+&'$()*], and (iv) change of state [+&+,].

In my analysis, each argument role in Abui corresponds to a unique set of 
semantic features, schematically represented in Table 16.

Table 16. Semantic characteristics of Abui arguments
feature $ %$& '() *+) ,+$* -(. .
speci"city + + + + + + ±
control + # # # # # #
volition + # # # # # #
instigation + ± ± ± ± ± #
a!ectedness # + + + + + #
individuation + + # + # #
change # + + + # # #
change of state # + # # # # #

 Participants characterised by sets of semantic features not corresponding di-
rectly to any of the arguments types are expressed as multiple arguments and vari-
ous multi-verb constructions can be used (their discussion is beyond the scope of 
this paper). Examples of this were shown in Sections 3.7 and 4.2.

!. Conclusions

-e presented analysis of the Abui argument realisation has rami"cations for se-
mantic accounts of transitivity, di!erential marking, and semantic alignment sys-
tems, in which feature-decompositional approach is common. I have shown that it 
is possible to take up Arkadiev’s (2008) challenge and characterise the interrelat-
edness of the semantic features (as listed in Hopper and -ompson Hopper1980 
and other accounts given in Section 5.2) related to transitivity, di!erential argu-
ment realisation, and semantic alignment. In Abui, all three domains are inter-
related and displaying sensitivity to the same set of semantic features and should 
therefore be studied together, if the semantic underpinnings of argument realisa-
tions are to be uncovered.

From the Abui perspective, the account in Hopper and -ompson (1980) is 
the most complete, but does not address the hierarchy of features. -e accounts in 
Reinhart (2003), Dowty (1991), and Rozwadowska (1988) have oversimpli"ed the 
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ALOR-PANTAR ALTERNATIONS IN PERSON MARKING

Introduction
Synchronic distribution

Diachronic development
Discussion and Conclusion

References

Reconstruction of the proto-AP pronominal inventory
Complexity
Alignment diachronic stability

Agreement alternations - Origin or end of the fluidity?
language o/u sets alternation function
Adang 3 + animacy
Teiwa 1≥2 + animacy
Abui 5 + a�ectedness, individuation
Kamang 7 + a�ectedness?
Klon 3 + a�ectedness
Kula 1≥2 unclear unclear
Sawila 2 - n.a.
Western Pantar 1 + a�ectedness ≥ volition

Table: o/undergoer agreement alternations in AP languages

Semantic motivation underlying the alternations (Fedden et al. 2011)

Animacy and volitionality have an impact on whether an argument is indexed with a prefix, and if a prefix
is used, from which set it comes.
Both properties, reoccurring throughout the AP family point to the personal (human reference) origin of
the pronominal forms.
The density of pronominal prefixes is not equal across the AP family and so their robustness as a
grammatical feature varies (Holton 2007:10).

Frantiöek Kratochvíl et al. Pronominal systems in AP languages 68/77

Kratochvíl et al. 2011

Coordinated experimental approach (Abui, Adang, Kamang, Sawila, Teiwa, Western Pantar)
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SEMANTIC FEATURES KNOWN TO AFFECT ARGUMENT 
ENCODING (SPLIT S, DOM, ETC.)

Kratochvíl 2011:597

 Transitivity in Abui !"#

  f. he-fala do fak-i
   [3.!"-house #$%]N break-#&'
   ‘his house is broken’ (()

$.! Semantic alignment systems

Grammatical systems traditionally known as active, active-stative, agent-patient, 
split-S, or split intransitive (Merlan 1985; Van Valin 1990; Mithun 1991, 2008 and 
references therein) are systems where the intransitive arguments can be coded in 
the same way as either transitive argument. In these systems the single argument 
of an unergative verb may be coded in the same way as the acting argument of a 
transitive clause while the single argument of an unaccusative verb may be en-
coded in the same way as the a)ected argument in a transitive clause.6

*e coding of the intransitive argument is reported to be sensitive to various 
semantic features and can be either lexicalised or display various degrees of +uid-
ity. Leaving the precise de,nitions for later, in Table 4 I list semantic features that 
are known to determine the argument role of the intransitive argument in various 
languages.

Table 4. Semantic features known to a)ect coding of intransitive argument
semantic feature examples

a. Stative/dynamic Colloquial Guaraní, Caddo (Mithun 1991),
Loma (Arkadiev 2008)
Taba, Dobel (Klamer 2008)

b. Telicity Georgian (Arkadiev 2008)
c. Agency Lakhota (Mithun 1991)
d. Control Central Pomo, Mohawk (Mithun 1991)
e. Volitionality Bats, Tabassaran (Arkadiev 2008)

Kambera, Larike (Klamer 2008)
f. A)ectedness Central Pomo, Caddo, Mohawk (Mithun 1991)
g. Change of state Tanglapui, Klon (Klamer 2008)
g. Patientivity Western Basque (Aldai 2008)

As could be seen in examples (2, 4), Abui is di)erent from most familiar languages 
in that there are not just two realisation options for the intransitive argument, 
but six di)erent ones. *e Abui system is more complex than most of the better 
known semantic alignment systems.7 Systems similar to Abui have been reported 
for its immediate neighbours, such as Klon (Baird 2005, 2008), Western Pantar 
(Holton 2010), Kamang (Schapper 2011), Kula (Tanglapui, reported in Donohue 
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‘BODY-PART’ BASED CONSTRUCTIONS

Kratochvíl 2011:619

experiencer

Q: How productive is this? What does it all really mean?

 Transitivity in Abui !"#

! argument. Instead body parts (eyes, hands, legs) and soul express the forgetter. 
When the speaker wants to say that he forgot where he saw something, it will be 
his eyes that forgot, and so on.16

Finally, as shown in (32c), the majority of Abui emotion and cognition predicates 
rely on various auxiliaries such as mi ‘in’ to realise the a"ected human participant.

 (32) a. na piyei-l-a-ti na-nooting Kalangfat yaa ba
   [1#A]A dream-$%&'-()*-+,#- [1#.%.!--spirit]N [name]N go /0
   ‘I just dreamt I (my soul) went to Kalabahi’ (.-.)
  b. Simon seng ha-tána da-yong!
   [name money]N [3.%.!--hand]PAT 3%.+!0-forget.1+-
   ‘Simon forgot where he put his money’ (.-+!0)
  c. o-mi kul-te nee-beeka
   2#.*'1-%. must-%.1, 1#.2'.-pity
   ‘you certainly pity me’ (*'1-!)3-2'.)

4e ‘unconscious’ actor dilemma is limited to human participants. Solutions in 
the emotion and cognition predicates are highly idiomatic. Higher animals can 
be assigned some degree of consciousness in events such as ‘the dog is chasing a 
rat’. However, the consciousness becomes inaccessible when intentions need to be 
quali5ed, as in ‘the dog is sni6ng for a rat’. Abui speakers reject the latter sentence 
with explanation that we do not know what intentions the sni6ng dog might have. 
.+s expressing non-human participants rarely combine with the free pronoun di. 
However, in young speakers’ language some of these distinctions seem to be fading.

$.% 4ree argument clauses

We have seen in examples given in Section 4.2 that a single verb may combine with 
up to three arguments. Although rare in spoken language, such construction does 
occasionally occur, especially when all three arguments refer to a single partici-
pant. Example (33) gives two examples of three argument clauses, which refer to 
three distinct participants.

 (33) a. ne-feela do di ama he-baleei  noo-takai
   [1#.!--friend +*3 3!]A [person 3.!--banana]N 3#.$7!--steal
   ‘my friend steals someone’s bananas from me’ (!-.-$7!-)
  b. ne-toku namu do fufai fa he-afai hare a
   1#.!--leg wounded +*3 [8y]PAT (9.MD.AD 3.-71-swarm so [2#A]A
   noo-ha-loi-te
   1#.$7!--3.+!0-chase-%.1,
   ‘8ies swarm at my wounded leg (as you could see) so chase them 

from me’ (!-$7!--+!0)

circumstance/stimulus/theme
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DOUBLE-PREFIXED VERBS IN ABUI

Kratochvíl 2011:617

2 U prefixes + mi ‘inside’

Q: How productive is this? What does it all really mean?

 Transitivity in Abui !"#

 (29) a. yoikoi do di ama he-baleei do-takai
   [turtle !"# 3$]A [person 3.$%-banana]N 3&."'(-steal
   ‘the turtle steals someone’s bananas for himself ’ ($-)-"'(I)
  b. di do-hoo-fak masi, de-toku pe la=ng fak-e
   [3a]A 3&."'(-3.*+$%-break while 3&.$%-leg near be.,-=.'' break-&!/0
   ‘while intending to crash on her, he (zombie)breaks down to his own 

feet’ ($-"'(I-*+$%)
  c. ni mayol moku nu-ha-pai
   [1!'A]A [woman kid]PAT 1!'."'(-3.!$1-keep
   ‘we keep our daughter for ourselves’ ($-"'(I-!$1)

Types (d–f) are illustrated in (30). Experiences of thinking and remembering are 
identi2ed as instigating, controlling, and a3ected; they are realised as both $ and 
4')/%+( arguments.

 (30) a. na Simon hee-no-m-pang
   [1sA]A [name]BEN 3.4')-1.."'(-&)-re5ect
   ‘I am thinking for Simon’ (to do something for him) ($-4')-"'(I)
  b. na Simon he-no-m-pang
   [1sA]A [name]LOC 3.%+(-1.."'(-&)-re5ect
   ‘I am thinking about Simon’ (Simon is in my thoughts) ($-%+(-"'(I)
  c. hen hee-na-minang ba na miyei
   [that]BEN 3.4')-1..!$1-remember .&, 1.A come.(!%
   ‘I remembered that and came’ (4')-!$1I)

Table 10. Two-argument clause types with instigating a3ected arguments
case pattern example attested verbs

a. [$]-)-"'(I (29a) productive (re5exive/middle)
b. [$]-"'(I-*+$% (29b) productive (middle)
c. [$]-"'(I-!$1 (29c) productive (middle)
d. [$]-4')-"'(I (30a) cognition and emotion verbs
e. [$]-%+(-"'(I (30b) cognition and emotion verbs
f. [$]-4')-!$1I (30c) cognition and emotion verbs
f. [$]-%+(-!$1I (30d) cognition and emotion verbs
g. [$]-4')I-!$1I (31a) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
h. [$]-%+(I-!$1I (31b) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
i. [$]-*+$%I-!$1I (31c) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
j. [$]-"'(I-!$1I (31d) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
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DOUBLE-PREFIXED VERBS IN ABUI

!"# Franti!ek Kratochvíl

commonly referred to as semitransitive (e.g. Tsunoda 1981:149–51, 1985:387–391; 
Dryer 2007:270–4; Næss 2007:189). In Abui, there are two major types of two-
argument clauses that do not require an "#$%& argument.

'e (rst type does not allow "#$%& arguments at all and describes events in-
volving two independent participants that neither control the event nor are respon-
sible for its instigation. So far, twelve distinct constructions were attested. 'ey are 
summarised in Table 9. 'e constructions in the (rst half of the table (a–e) contain 
at least one )*+$&", argument. Constructions in the second half (f–l) contain two 
a-ected arguments. 'e third column provides reference to the relevant examples 
and the last column lists some verbs attested in each construction.

Table 9. Two-argument clause types without "#$%&
case pattern example attested verbs

a. )-) (26) in, on, resemble
b. )-.%", (27a) break on sb., engulf sb. (smoke)
c. )-,%# (27b) put in st., belong to sb., engulf st. (smoke)
d. )-&*# (27c) own st., get soaked by st. (rain)
e. )-/"$ (27d, 27e) hurt (body part), need to urinate, fall into st.
f. &*#-,%# (28a) feel like, angry at
g. ,%#-.%", (28b) sated (of food)
h. ,%#-&*# (28c) miss, fed up with
i. 0*)-/"$ (28d) smell because of st.
j. .%",-/"$ (28e) lean on sb., fall on sb., bend over sb.
k. ,%#-/"$ (28f) lean on, fall on st., land at, smell of st., sick of
l. &*#-/"$ (28g) smell on sb., rub, calm down, be given to marry

'e )-) type in (26) involves located or compared participants. 'is type is seman-
tically parallel to English copula constructions. 'e participants are neither a-ect-
ed nor controlling/instigating enough to qualify for a free pronominal form. Verbs 
such as mia ‘be in’ or wida ‘resemble, be alike’ require two )*+$&", arguments.

 (26) a. pingai pakai mi-a
   [plate]N [basket]N in-1+&
   ‘plates are in the basket’ ()-))
  b. ha-moi na-moi wida
   [3.2)",-voice]N [13.2)",-voice]N alike.#)$
   ‘his voice resembles my voice’ ()-))

 Similarly in (27b), an owned object is not considered a-ected and fails to trig-
ger pronominal marking despite being speci(c. In contrast, the owner is considered 

Kratochvíl 2011:614

emotion,
cognition,
character

Q: How productive is this? What does it all really mean?
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DOUBLE-PREFIXED VERBS IN ABUI

Kratochvíl 2011:614

Q: How many? What restrictions

 Transitivity in Abui !"#

 (29) a. yoikoi do di ama he-baleei do-takai
   [turtle !"# 3$]A [person 3.$%-banana]N 3&."'(-steal
   ‘the turtle steals someone’s bananas for himself ’ ($-)-"'(I)
  b. di do-hoo-fak masi, de-toku pe la=ng fak-e
   [3a]A 3&."'(-3.*+$%-break while 3&.$%-leg near be.,-=.'' break-&!/0
   ‘while intending to crash on her, he (zombie)breaks down to his own 

feet’ ($-"'(I-*+$%)
  c. ni mayol moku nu-ha-pai
   [1!'A]A [woman kid]PAT 1!'."'(-3.!$1-keep
   ‘we keep our daughter for ourselves’ ($-"'(I-!$1)

Types (d–f) are illustrated in (30). Experiences of thinking and remembering are 
identi2ed as instigating, controlling, and a3ected; they are realised as both $ and 
4')/%+( arguments.

 (30) a. na Simon hee-no-m-pang
   [1sA]A [name]BEN 3.4')-1.."'(-&)-re5ect
   ‘I am thinking for Simon’ (to do something for him) ($-4')-"'(I)
  b. na Simon he-no-m-pang
   [1sA]A [name]LOC 3.%+(-1.."'(-&)-re5ect
   ‘I am thinking about Simon’ (Simon is in my thoughts) ($-%+(-"'(I)
  c. hen hee-na-minang ba na miyei
   [that]BEN 3.4')-1..!$1-remember .&, 1.A come.(!%
   ‘I remembered that and came’ (4')-!$1I)

Table 10. Two-argument clause types with instigating a3ected arguments
case pattern example attested verbs

a. [$]-)-"'(I (29a) productive (re5exive/middle)
b. [$]-"'(I-*+$% (29b) productive (middle)
c. [$]-"'(I-!$1 (29c) productive (middle)
d. [$]-4')-"'(I (30a) cognition and emotion verbs
e. [$]-%+(-"'(I (30b) cognition and emotion verbs
f. [$]-4')-!$1I (30c) cognition and emotion verbs
f. [$]-%+(-!$1I (30d) cognition and emotion verbs
g. [$]-4')I-!$1I (31a) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
h. [$]-%+(I-!$1I (31b) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
i. [$]-*+$%I-!$1I (31c) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
j. [$]-"'(I-!$1I (31d) cognition and emotion verbs (pragmatic overtones)
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ABUI EMOTION AND COGNITION PREDICATES DATABASE

Systematic collection - using the list of emotion predicates from Schaver et al. 2001 and 

other collections (WordNet, SIL Semantic Domains, etc.)

• 400+ items (and growing), consulted with speakers, started in 2010

• Morphological properties - 1>2, 2>1, prefix alternations, presence of A argument, etc.

• Syntactic properties - 2nd argument (1, 2, 3, clause)

• Licence - can be used by young/grown-up/old, male-female, kin/non-kin 

• Target - can be used to refer to young/grown-up/old, male-female, kin/non-kin
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ABUI EMOTION AND COGNITION PREDICATES DATABASE

300 out of 400+ predicates include a body parts

Preliminary hypothesis

	
 Internal body parts/organs are used to map emotions and properties

	
 mouth-two - ‘cheat, be double dealing’

	
 face-bright - ‘happy, cheerful’

	
 face-turned.bad - ‘regret, ashamed’

	
 inside-revolt - ‘reluctant, refuse’

	
 Sensory body parts are used to map cognitive processes

	
 ear-turn.away - ‘ignore’

	
 eye-turned.red - ‘embarrass’

	
 eye-mark - ‘know, understand’

	
 eye-slip - ‘err, make a mistake (in thinking)’
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ABUI EMOTION AND COGNITION PREDICATES DATABASE

• -mi ‘inside, internal bodyparts’
• -rai ‘milt’
• -took ‘stomach’
• -kin ‘guts’
• -wea ‘blood’
• -ahel ‘breath (in and out)’
• -aking ‘breath capacity’
• -aakang ‘bodily condition??’
• -paai ‘bodily condition??’

• -nooting ‘soul’
• -pong ‘face’
• -ieng ‘eye’
• -min ‘nose’
• -wa ‘mouth’ (including -moi -wa ‘voice 

and mouth’)
• -wet ‘tooth’
• -wei ‘ear’
• -tang ‘arm’
• -toku ‘leg’
• -ui ‘back’
• -iyek ‘butt’
• -pikai ‘head’
• -mool ‘face, expression’
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BODY-PART BASED EMOTION PREDICATES IN EAST INDONESIA
(KLAMER 1999; MUSGRAVE 2006; DIX GRIMES N.D.)

Musgrave 2006: Diffusion betwen AN and Papuan?

	
 	
 WMP  	
	
 simple predicates (rarely body-parts)

	
 	
 CMP 	
 	
 Klamer 2002, Musgrave 2006 (found in languages without direct contact 
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 with non-AN - Kambera)

	
 	
 non-AN  	
 common, various types

Contact phenomenon? > not conclusive (Musgrave 2006)

[we don’t have enough data! and maybe wrong assumptions about language contact]
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN TETUN (FEHAN & FOHO)

Dix Grimes n.d.

Body-part metaphors used to describe emotions

• not all emotions described with body parts 
(about 80%)

• kakutak 'brain', neon 'mind', laran 'insides', 
nawan 'breath', ibun 'mouth', mata 'eye', ate 
'liver'

kakutak 	
 di’ak think well
brain 	
 good
kakutak 	
 kro’at think perceptively
brain 	
 sharp
kakutak 	
 loos think correctly, honestly
brain 	
 sharp
kakutak 	
 monas should understand but doesn’t
brain 	
 hard
nawan 	
 naruk patient, thinking things through
breath	
 long
nawan 	
 tuun no longer angry
breath	
 descend
nawan 	
 badak quickly angry
breath	
 short
nawan 	
 naksetik frustrated
breath	
 tight
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BODY-PART BASED EMOTION PREDICATES 
IN NON-AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES
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COGNITIVE EVENTS IN BUNAQ (PAPUAN, TIMOR)

Schapper 2010:87

 387

23. Baqi  Bunaq r-ige. 
NPRX.AN Bunaq REFL-teach 
‘S/he is learning Bunaq’       [OS-06.01] 

 

Note that the regular and productive way of denoting self-benefaction is with a dV-

‘REFL-’ marked form of the benefactive verbal postposition (§12.3.6), d-ege ‘REFL-BEN’. 

 

11.3.2.3 Cognitive events  

The prefix dV- ‘REFL-’ is used to form predicates describing events involving cognition, 

belief and feeling. In the examples below, dV- marked forms of the verbs mak ‘hear’ 

(24) and ilek ‘listen’ (25) denote the participant’s mental state or process. In each case, 

there is no distinguishability of participants; the experiencer is both initiator and 

endpoint of the mental event. 

  

24. Eme da-mak  koen   niq.  

mother REFL-hear beautiful  NEG 

‘Mother isn’t feeling well.’      [OS.07-02] 
 

25. Neto  r-ilek,  ni-e      muk   bare       muk hotu-hotu  
1SG  REFL-listen 1EXCL-POSS land PROX.INAN land all   

g-o           lesin  liol. 
3-SRC more continue 

‘I think that my land is better than all other lands.’   [Bk-24.042] 

 

The topological noun mil ‘inside’ can be marked with dV- ‘REFL-’ to act as a 

predicate describing a cognitive event, as in (26). 

 

26. Halali  ri-mil       ate  niq,  baqa     h-ua            gene na  
3DU  REFL-inside far NEG NPRX.INAN 3INAN-footprint LOC FOC  

h-oqon     besik. 
3INAN-do exact 
‘They two didn’t think long, (but) just did exactly as they were told.’ [Bk-4.091] 

 

The cognitive process verb d-oenik ‘REFL-forget’ is a Type 2 bivalent deponent 

verb: 3rd person INANIMATE Ps and complement clauses always take a form of the verb  387
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BUNAQ BODY-PART BASED PREDICATES (PAPUAN, TIMOR)

Schapper 2010:87

 87

agentive S, and only some of these are covered under the rubric ‘adjectival notion’, such 

as ‘stinky’ and ‘heavy’, but not ‘be disappeared’ (§10.3.2). 

In sum, none of the morphological or syntactic which we have applied shows any 

difference amongst verbs which are sufficient to confirm the existence of an adjective 

word class, separate from that of verbs.    

  

Table 3.1: A selection of ‘character’ NV compound  

EXPRESSION GLOSS MEANING 

WITH ALIENABLY POSSESSED NOUNS 

tueq lilak alcohol crazy ‘drunk’ 

ikan ... nuas / nuek  fish stink / smell ‘stink of fish’ 

pit saq throat dry ‘thirsty’ 

aruq legul / rukut ... hair long / curly ‘be long-/curly-haired’  

eme / ama ... kereq  mother / father single ‘share a mother/father’ 

WITH INALIENABLY POSSESSED NOUNS 

g-epal koke 3AN-ear deaf ‘be deaf’ 

g-ewen buk 3AN-face flower ‘be dizzy’ 

g-ewen tomak 3AN-face complete ‘be unknown’ 

g-ewen danu 3AN-face layered ‘be insane’ 

g-iral bulu 3AN-eye blind ‘be blind’ 

gi-mil loï 3AN-inside good ‘be happy’ 

g-on laun / rono 3AN-hand fast / slow ‘be good / bad workers’

g-otok saqe 3AN-liver ascend ‘get angry’ 

g-otok wel 3AN-liver burnt ‘be angry’ 

gu-bul bel 3AN-head wind ‘be smart’ 

 

3.3.2 NV compounds of physical & emotional characteristics 

Physical, emotional and character traits are expressed in Bunaq by means of a variety of 

verbal compounds composed of a noun plus a monovalent verb.1 The N, typically 

denoting a body part, can be either an inalienably possessed noun marked by possessor 

                                           
1 Similar constructions have been described as occurring in Tetun (so-called 'body-good' predicates, van 

Klinken 1999: 196-204) and other languages of eastern Indonesia ('phrasal emotion predicates', Klamer 

2001). 
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BUNAQ LOANS FROM TETUN

Schapper 2010:23

 23

Tetun origins are given in (2). Amongst the examples given, verbs include reference to 
states, domestic and agricultural practices and cognitive events.     

 

Bunaq Tetun  
2. baruq ‘bored’    < baruk ‘anger, bored’ 

besik ‘exact, precise’  < besik ‘be close’ 
bokul ‘fat, healthy’   < bokur ‘fat’ 
hananu ‘sing’    < hananu ‘sing’  
h-amos ‘3INAN-clean (of garden)’ < hamos ‘clean (of garden)’ 
ko٧us  ‘cradle (of a child)’  < ko٧us  ‘be pregnant’ 
mamal ‘soft’    < mamar ‘soft’  
meak ‘be reddish-brown’  < meak ‘rust’ 
me٧i ‘dream’   < mehi ‘dream’ 
piar ‘believe’   < fiar  ‘believe’ 
punu ‘war, fight’   < funu ‘war, fight’  
tara ‘know’    < tada  ‘know’ 
teke٧ ‘look at, examine’  < hateke ‘see’ 
 
In (3), I list a few of the many Bunaq nouns with Tetun origins. These include items 

of modern material culture, insects and reptiles, plants and body parts. 
 

Bunaq Tetun  
3. baba ‘drum’   < baba ‘drum’ 

bakat ‘rhizophore (plant)’ < bakat ‘rhizophore (plant)’ 
dama ‘bow’   < rama  ‘bow’ 
kakibat ‘banyan tree’  < kakibat  ‘banyan tree’ 
kebokoq ‘grub’   < kebeko  ‘caterpillar’ 
labarain ‘spider’  < labadain  ‘spider’ 
lalenok ‘mirror’  < lalenok  ‘mirror’ 
lisan ‘personality, trait’ < lisan ‘tradition, custom’ 
loron ‘road’   < luron ‘road’  
ne٧ek ‘k.o. black ant’ < nehek ‘ant’ 
sabi ‘key’   < sabi  ‘key’ 
sakan ‘upper leg’  < sakan ‘thigh’ 
susu٧ ‘mosquito’  < susuk ‘mosquito’ 
teki ‘k.o. small lizard’ < teki  ‘lizard’ 

Q: Borrowing in Bunaq seems to be much more frequent than in Alor-
Pantar (more isolated, only one AN language + local Malay)
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN TIDORE

van Staden 2006:324

‘In the domain of the body and its parts, we find remarkably few loans (cf. Section 4.3 below). 

What might be expected in a situation of intense and prolonged language contact is that 
semantic patterns converge so that the semantics of a NMM term or expression neatly 
corresponds to an equivalent Tidore term or expression. 

This is found, for instance, in the domain of spatial deixis where NMM is a perfect copy of 
Tidore (van Staden, 2000, forthcoming). 

Yet, in the domain of the body there are some curious mismatches between the terms and their 
uses in Tidore and NMM. 

For example, in many Austronesian languages the ‘liver’ is the seat of emotions, and this is 
also the case in various NMM expressions, for example, those relating to jealousy, happiness, 
nostalgia, etc. This is also not uncommon in Papuan languages. 

In Tidore, however, not only the liver but also the heart serves as a seat of emotions. To have a 
painful heart (nyinga gola) means to be jealous, but to have a painful liver (gate gola) means 
to miss someone. In NMM a single expression hati sakit ‘sick/painful liver’ covers both.’
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN ALAMBLAK

Bruce and Bruce 2010:56-57

‘Fifteen terms in seven sub-domains of emotions are described here. The sub-domains include 
concepts similar to the English concepts ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘shame’, ‘anger’, ‘fear’, and ‘desire/
love’. Several of the Alamblak emotion concepts are referred to by body-part images. The 
body-part images for emotions utilize the heart, the thoughts/inner person, and the liver.’

‘Kenneth McElhanon (1975, 1977) has done extensive studies on body image expressions in 
many languages of the New Guinea area and elsewhere. He has pointed out that expressions 
of this type involving body parts are not to be dismissed as simply idioms. He has 
determined, through extensive field work that experiences that are identified with body 
parts are thought to reflect a duality. There is a physical response in the locus of a body 
part that reflects a psychological experience in the soul of the person.’
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN YÉLI DNYE

Levinson 2006:236-237

In Yéli Dnye it is primarily the throat, and perhaps more broadly the neck. The absolutive 
form, nuu ‘throat’, normally collocates with positive affect, the locative form nódo, which 
means both ‘at the throat’ and ‘at the neck’, collocating with both positive and negative affect.

form nódo, which means both ‘at the throat’ and ‘at the neck’, collocating with both positive
and negative a!ect. The following examples are largely self-explanatory.

(4) a. a nuu u tpile.
my throat his/its/her thing
‘A thing I really like’ (lit. ‘My throat its thing’)

b. a nuu u kópu ngê dê pyódu
my throat its word/matter ERG 3s/plImmPastPunct(preN) cause become
‘I am really fond of it’ (lit. ‘Its thing has made my throat’)

c. nmı̂ tp:ee yoo yi nuu ghi dmi nmı̂ nódo a tóó
our3 child Pl their throat part bundle our3 neck 3HabCont sitting
‘We love our children’ (lit. ‘Our children’s throat bundles are sitting at our necks’)

The ‘neck’ expressions can express ‘choking’ emotions; the neck is also a seat of knowl-
edge—the distinction can be made purely with choice of positional verbs:

(5) a. yi kópu a nódo ka t:a
that thing my neck Cert3sContHab hanging
‘That thing is hanging at my neck, i.e. I feel bitter about it’

b. yi kópu a nódo ka tóó
that thing my neck Cert3sContHab sitting
‘That thing is sitting at my neck, i.e. I know all about it’

c. apê, lukwe u nódo ngmê dı̂ t:oo,
he_said what his/its/her neck.LOC Indef 3snearPastCI put/touch
‘The other man said: What did he do to the snake to make him angry?’
(lit. ‘What did he put on his neck’)

Table 6
Fluids and essences

Yélı̂ Dnye term Gloss

wêê ‘blood’
kiyé ‘sweat’
ngimi ‘tears’
knê ‘semen, faeces’
‘nı̂pı̂ ‘mucous’
vye ‘urine’
tpı̂ ‘saliva’
ghê (dmi), ghó ‘life/breath’
mbêê ‘puss’
ndamê ‘placenta, afterbirth’
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BODY-PART BASED EMOTION PREDICATES 
OUTSIDE THE AREA
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN CHINESE

Yu 2002:343

Body and emotion 343

(1) a. chui-tou sang-qi (hang.down-head lose-gas[energy]) ‘become deject-
ed and despondent; hang one’s head in dismay’

b. hui-tou tu-lian (gray/dusty-head earthy-face) ‘(dial.) dejected; de-
spondent; depressed’

c. ji-shou cu-e (aching-head knitted-forehead) ‘with aching head and
knitted brows — frowning in disgust; with abhorrence’

d. yang-shou shen-mei (raise-head stretch-brows) ‘hold one’s head
high; feeling proud and elated’

e. qiao-shou qi-zu (raise-head lift-feet) ‘raise one’s head and stand on
tiptoe expecting; crane one’s neck and stand on tiptoe in pleasurable
expectation; eagerly look forward to’

f. yan-jing qi-zhong (extend-neck lift-heels) ‘crane one’s neck and
stand on tiptoe; eagerly look forward to; anxiously expect’

When people are dejected and despondent, in frustration or dismay, their heads
will droop and they look “deflated” (1a). They also have “dirty” heads and faces
that may otherwise be bright and shining (1b). As in (1c), the emotions of
disgust and abhorrence cause both a bodily sensation (headache) and a facial
gesture (frown). Example (1d) presents a contrast to (1a), as the person feeling
proud and elated “raises his head” and “stretches his brows”. He seems to be
“pumped up”. The contrast between these two examples with regard to the
posture of the head exemplifies the conceptual metaphors happy is up and
unhappy/sad is down (see, e.g., Kövecses 1991, 2000; Lako! and Johnson
1980, 1999; Yu 1995). Both (1e) and (1f) are about anxiety of expectation:
people will “crane their neck and stand on tiptoe” while “looking forward to”
the expected. It is noteworthy that these examples, originally metonymic in
character, are often used metaphorically when no bodily movements mentioned
accompany the eager or anxious expectation.

It goes without saying that the face, the front side of the head, is the most
expressive of emotion. Therefore, those who are interested in emotions study
facial expressions to see how they are related (e.g., Ekman and Rosenberg 1997;
Russell and Fernández-Dols 1997; Wierzbicka 1993, 1999, 2000).2 The close
relationship between emotion and face is richly reflected in the Chinese
language. There are a large number of expressions describing emotions in terms
of their facial reactions. Given below are some examples.

(2) a. lian-dui-xiao-rong (face-pile.up-smiling-expression) ‘one’s face
wreathed with smiles; be all smiles with happiness’

b. mian-hong er-chi (face-red ears-red) ‘become red in the face; flush
with anger, shame or shyness’
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN CHINESE

Yu 2002:344

344 Ning Yu

c. lian-zhang-fei-hong (face-swell-red-red) ‘flush with embarrassment’
d. lian-hong bozi-cu (face-red neck-thick) ‘get red in the face from

anger or excitement; flush with agitation’
e. lian-ru-huang-la (face-like-yellow-wax) ‘one’s face turned waxen

with fright; become waxen yellow in the face with fright’
f. mian-ru-tu-se (face-like-earth-color) ‘turn pale with fright’
g. lian-se yin-chen (face-color overcast-heavy) ‘look sullen; look unhappy’
h. mian-dai-xi-se (face-bring-happy-color) ‘a happy expression on one’s

face’
i. mian-dai-chou-rong (face-bring-worried-expression) ‘with a sad air;

wearing a worried look; with a troubled countenance’
j. mian-you-yun-se (face-has-irritated-color) ‘look irritated, disgrun-

tled, or angry’

Again, there are two basic terms, lian and mian, in Chinese that refer to the face.
Examples (2a-g) do not include any emotion words, but their usage is conven-
tionalized with certain emotions. On the other hand, examples (2h-j) contain
emotion words as they specify the emotions expressed on the face. In (3) are
some compounds with lian ‘face’ indicating people’s emotional states.

(3) a. lian-re (face-hot) ‘feel ashamed’
b. lian-hong (face-red) ‘blush with shame or embarrassment’
c. hong-lian (redden-face) ‘blush for being shy; blush with anger; get

angry’
d. beng-lian (stretch-face) ‘pull a long face; look serious or displeased’
e. ban-lian (harden-face) ‘straighten one’s face; put on a stern expression’
f. shang-lian (up.to-face) ‘blush for drinking wine; grow dizzy with

success or praise’

People’s face will “feel hot” (3a), burning with shame. Their face will also “turn
red” (3b), blushing with shame or embarrassment. However, hong-lian (red-
den-face) in (3c) means “blush for being shy or with anger”. Unhappy or
displeased, people have muscles on their face tight, resulting in a “stretched
face” (3d). In (3e) ban is originally a noun meaning “board (e.g., of metal)”. In
this case it is a verb meaning “harden (the face like a board)”. Originally
meaning “blushing for drinking wine”, (3f) has come to mean, by extension,
“being too complacent with success or praise”. Being over complacent is similar
to being intoxicated with alcohol.

The face is the body part most expressive of emotions because it has some
features most a!ected by, and communicative of, emotions. These are eye-
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN CHINESE

Yu 2002:349

Body and emotion 349

emotion, they “have their chest cavity full of that emotion”. Such is also the case
with (12f), where the container is the belly. As in (12g), “hold one’s belly” is a
metonymy for laughing, especially in a convulsive manner. A convulsion of
emotion will usually cause human body to shake, and that is what (13a) and
(13b) are about. In these examples, people’s “flesh is quivering” as their heart is
shaken with fear. Example (13c) describes an uneasy sensation as “flesh-numb”
when one finds something disgusting or nauseating.

(13) a. rou-tiao xin-jing (flesh-jump heart-startle) ‘shudder with fear’
b. rou-chan xin-jing (flesh-quiver heart-startle) ‘feel nervous and

creepy; tremble with fear’
c. ling-ren-rou-ma (make-one’s-flesh-numb) ‘making one’s flesh creep;

disgusting; nauseating; sickening’

In this section, I have presented the Chinese emotion expressions involving
external body parts. The bodily events, symptoms, and processes of emotions
discussed here are supposedly visible. In the next section I turn to emotion
expressions containing internal body parts, namely, the inner organs that are
not observable from outside the body.

3. Internal body parts

I have found seven terms for inner organs in the conventionalized emotion
expressions in Chinese. The inner organs are spleen, liver, intestines, stomach,
gallbladder, lungs, and heart. As will be seen, the frequency of occurrence of
these inner organs is very unevenly distributed. First, look at (14).

(14) a. fa pi-qi (expand spleen-gas) ‘lose one’s temper; get angry; flare up’
b. dong gan-huo (move liver-fire) ‘get angry; flare up; fly into a rage’
c. gan-chang yu-lie (liver-intestines about.to-split) ‘be heartbroken; be

deeply grieved’
d. gan-chang cun-duan (liver-intestines inch-cut) ‘be heartbroken; be

deeply grieved; overwhelmed by grief; sorrow-stricken’
e. chou-chang bai-jie (worried-intestines hundred-knots) ‘with anxiety

gnawing at one’s heart; weighed down with pent-up feelings of anxi-
ety or sadness’

f. huichang jiu-zhuan (intestines[ileum] nine-twists) ‘with anxiety
gnawing at one’s heart; weighed down with grief ’
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EMOTION PREDICATES IN CHINESE

Yu 2002:351

Body and emotion 351

c. dan-xu (gallbladder-void) ‘afraid; scared’
d. dan-han (gallbladder-frigid) ‘be struck with terror; be overcome by

fear’
e. luo-dan (fall-gallbladder) ‘extremely scared’

Given in (16) are compounds about fear. If you are nervous or frightened, it is
because your gallbladder is “timid” or “frightened” in the first place (16a and
16b). Also, the reason for your fear is that your gallbladder is “void” of its
content — courage (16c). Any terror that strikes or overcomes you makes your
gallbladder “frigid” and out of function (16d). If your gallbladder has “fallen”
with fright, you no longer possess any courage at all (16e). The idioms below,
which also involve soul and heart, provide further illustration. As these exam-
ples show, fear becomes overwhelming as the gallbladder is “damaged” (17a and
17e), “lost” (17b and 17c), or “trembling” (17d).

(17) a. dan-lie hun-fei (gallbladder-split soul-fly) ‘be frightened out of one’s
wits’

b. wang-hun sang-dan (dead-soul lost-gallbladder) ‘be scared out of
one’s wits; be half dead with fright’

c. wen-feng sang-dan (hear-wind lose-gallbladder) become terror-
stricken, panic-stricken, or terrified at the news’

d. dan-zhan xin-jing (gallbladder-tremble heart-startle) ‘tremble with
fear; be terror-stricken’

e. dan-po xin-jing (gallbladder-break heart-startle) ‘be scared to death’

In (17d) and (17e) above the heart is a!ected by the emotion of fear, and so is
it in (7f), (7g), (13a) and (13b), where it is combined with eyes and flesh. But
the heart is by no means only related to fear. In fact, it is conceptualized as the
seat or container for emotion in general. In one way, emotion is conceptualized
in Chinese as fluid in the container. The following expressions, for instance,
refer to emotions and their impact as “tide” in the heart.

(18) a. xin-chao (heart-tide) ‘a tidal surge of emotion; surging thoughts
and emotions’

b. xin-chao qi-fu (heart-tide rising-falling) ‘a tidal surge of emotions’
c. xin-chao fan-gun (heart-tide turning-rolling) ‘emotions tumbling

like a tide’
d. xin-chao pengpai (heart-tide surging) ‘feel an upsurge of emotion’

In Chinese the metaphor heart is the seat/container for emotions is
manifested linguistically in an extremely rich fashion, as the evidence below will
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BODY-PART BASED METAPHORS FOR EMOTIONS
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‘...emotional feelings are appraisals of what is occurring internally and externally, taking into 
account bodily events and the external environment. Emotions are regulatory systems, while 
emotional feelings are perceptions about such emotions (also emotion self-perception). Just as 
humans have evolved cognitive mechanisms that function to predict the behavior of other 
creatures (Thompson & Derr, 2000), they have also evolved cognitive mechanisms to predict 
their own behavior. Emotion self-perception is such an adaptive mechanism for predicting 
one’s own future behavior.’ [Sokol and Strout 2006:120]

ORIGIN OF EMOTIONS AND EMBODIMENT

‘The mind is not merely embodied, but embodied in such a way that our conceptual systems 
draw largely upon the commonalities of our bodies and of the environments we live in. The 
result is that much of a person’s conceptual system is either universal or widespread across 
languages and cultures.’ [Lakoff and Johnson 1999:6]
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‘Emotions are reliable predictors of one’s impending behavior. Emotion metaphor clearly 
extends beyond the individual, and serves to communicate such emotions to others. 
Emotion metaphor seems strongest in communicating the intensity of emotions: for 
example, think back to the example of anger—she was boiling with anger. With such 
phrasing, an outside observer can gauge the intensity of the anger, and steer clear or be on 
guard. In this case, emotion metaphor becomes another external cue about a particular 
situation. Thus, we propose that emotion metaphor evolved as a heuristic for 
communicating the intensity of one’s emotions to others.’

If this is correct, then emotion metaphors are a crucial tool in contacts among strangers 
and the systems have to be largely synchronized to avoid conflicts if the interaction is 
long-lasting.

EVOLUTION OF EMOTION METAPHORS

Sokol and Strout 2006:121
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‘Kövecses points out that emotion concepts will generally evoke content relating to all aspects 
of experience, including the social, cognitive and linguistic content, an experience that he says 
is organized as a stable configuration.

...some aspects of emotion language and concepts are related to the body and thus are 
universal, but the differences in emotion language and concepts that are not identified as 
universal can be explained by examining differences in ‘cultural knowledge and pragmatic 
discourse functions that work according to divergent culturally defined rules or scenarios’

Q1: shared core of emotion metaphors > share human biology (related to bodily reactions)

Q2: culturally defined emotion metaphors > (borrowable?)

BODY-PART BASED METAPHORS FOR EMOTIONS

Sokol and Strout 2006:115-116
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EMOTION PREDICATES AS LANGUAGE CONTACT EVIDENCE?
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DIACHRONIC CONSEQUENCES OF LANGUAGE CONTACT

Trudgill (2010) points out that a number of variables must be taken into consideration, most 

notably:

• time of acquisition - what seems to matter is the time when the contact language is 

acquired: pre- vs post-critical threshold: children vs adults learning)

• frequency of contact - obviously, more frequent contact is expected to have more 

influence than sporadic contact

• duration of contact - multilingual speakers can live in other communities for extended 
periods of their lives, or just have short-term interactions. The extended stay outside 

one’s own community is not very likely to affect one’s native language, as it is spoken 
by the community.
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DIACHRONIC CONSEQUENCES OF LANGUAGE CONTACT

Various constellations of these three variables result in three prototypical contact scenarios, 
outlined below:

• high contact, long-term pre-critical threshold contact situations is characteristic of 
multilingual societies with multilingual families and communities as found in New 
Guinea, Caucasus, Amazonia, Pacific North West, possibly also Balkans.

• high contact, short-term post-critical threshold contact situations (modern urban 
centre migration, L2 acquisition, reverse acquisition (Romani, Yiddish, Turkish as a 
street language in Germany)

• low contact - typically in geographically isolated areas (Japan, insular societies - short 
term)
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LANGUAGE CONTACT AND LANGUAGE COMPLEXITY - MAINLAND SE ASIA46 
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shifting cultivation practised in more rugged areas. Typically, those practising these different livelihoods also speak different languages. 
Geography has naturally helped to determine patterns of migration over the centuries. Large rivers and their tributaries have hosted significant down-

stream southward migration, especially from Southwest China into the lower hills and plains of Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam (Edmondson 2000). Patterns of human movement have been complex and widespread, with ongoing juxtaposition of rather different peoples, and with important social and political factors deter-mining the nature of their relations (cf. Leach 1964 on northeast Burma; La Polla ·2001, on the extraordinary nature and extent of migration patterns throughout China's history). All of this has great impact on the specific nature of linguistic . change due to contact. It is also important to remember that the political divisions beltW€len the nations of mainland Southeast Asia are very recent. 'Laos', for .e,canlplle, has only existed in its present form since soon before World War Two (Stuart-Fox 1997). Two centuries ago-a short time in terms of the processes relevant to language contact and change-the situation was completely different. 

1.2 Historical perspective on speakers 

Mainland Southeast Asia as a whole displays a range of cross-cutting and overlapping cultural commonalities, and cannot be considered a single distinct 'culture area'. While the religious, political, and economic influences of Sinitic and Indic cultures have been historically significant, and are obvious today, these have been predated by indigenous cultures which also have a modem presence, undercutting realms of Indic and Sinitic influence (cf. Steinberg 1987). Of rele-
vance to the linguistic situation, many rather different groups have co-habited, and, perhaps more importantly, have been apt to fluidity in ethnic identity, for political and other reasons (cf. Leach 1964, Keyes 1977, Evans 1999a, b). 

The area has seen well over 2000 years of vibrant interaction between . languages and cultures of five major ethnolinguistic groups. The current distribution of speakers of Sinitic, Mon-Khmer, Tai, Hmong-Mien and Tibeto-Burman languages and the patterns of social relations among them (including widespread bilingualism) is the result of many centuries of migration, political upheaval from the lowest to the highest levels, and sociocultural contact and integration. Speakers of Mon-Khmer languages are claimed to have been living in the inland of the peninsula since at least 4000 years ago, settling across favour-able areas of what is now Cambodia, Northeast Thailand, Laos, and North and central Vietnam. In this early phase, there were also speakers of Austronesian languages (in present-day Cambodia and Vietnam), and Mon (in present-day Burma and Thailand). At the beginning of the Common Era, the steadily increas-ing population of mainland Southeast Asia began to see greater political organisa-tion, frrst at a low-to-ground level, with the formation of 'galactic polities' (Tambiah 1976) or 'mandalas', ·constellations of power relationships in which outlying principalities were drawn into the tributary orbit of a powerful centre' (Stuart-Fox 1998:14-15). Political control within the interior of mainland South-east Asia during this period had passed back and forth between speakers of 
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those in the Karenic branch, are verb-medial, like their Tai and Sinitic 
neighbours. With respect to adpositions and comparative constructions, Tibeto-
Burman languages differ from the rest in that they have postpositions, and they 
place the standard of comparison before the adjective predicating the quality of 
comparison. Sinitic languages are divided and/or mixed in these respects. 
Southern Sinitic languages group with the majority of mainland Southeast Asian 
languages in putting the standard of comparison after the element predicating the 
quality being compared. Most if not all Sinitic languages use both postpositions 
(de-nominal) and prepositions (de-verbal). Noun phrases are overwhelmingly, if 
not exclusively, head-initial in both Tai and Mon-Khmer languages, while they 
are strongly head-final in Sinitic languages and in Tibeto-Burman languages gen-
erally. (Different types of nominal attribution may display different head/attribute 
ordering; cf. OkeIl 1969 on Burmese.) Hmong-Mien languages group with Mon-
Khmer and Tai in having adjectives and relative clauses follow head nouns, but 
group with Sinitic and Tibeto-Burman in having possessors precede possesseds. 
These generalisations (again not exceptionless) are summarised in Table 2.2: 

Mon- Tai-Kadai Hmong- Sinitic Tibeto-
Khmer Mien Bunnan 

Verb- + + + + 
object 

Preposi- + + + ± 
tions 

Adjective- + + + ± 
std. of comp. 

Head- + + + ± 
modifier 

Head- + ± + 
relative clause 

Possessed- + + 
possessor 

Table 2.2 Some mainland Southeast Asian areal sub-distinctions 

In some cases, specific features are common to certain languages only 
(rather than being common across whole language families). For example, Khmer, 
Lao, and Vietnamese each have a possessive marker derived from a nominal 
meaning 'stuff, things' (cf. Clark 1989): 

(1) huan2 

Lao house 
khOiml 
things('of') 

'my house' 

khOo/ 
1 

(2) 
Kh 
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ptjeh reboh knom 
house things('of') 1 
'my house' 
nha cua to; 
house things('of') 1 
'my house' 

Kmhmu (Northern Mon-Khmer, ThailandlLaosNietnam), however, spok-
in the geographical centre of these languages, derives a possessive 

from a verb de' 'take'l'get,:2 

de' ge 
money poss 3msg 
'his money' 

In other respects, however, Vietnamese patterns grammatically like Sinitic 
not like TailMon-Khmer. Consider, for example, pseudo-reflexive em-

constructions and numeral classifier constructions (using Modern Standard 
as a representative Sinitic language): 

(a) Lao laaw2 hian2 qeenl 
3 study self 

(b) MSC lii zl(-}T) xue 
(c) Vn N6 tlf h(Jc. 

3 self study 
'He learned/studied (it) (by) himself.' 

(a) Lao maa3 saam3 to03 

dog three clf 
(b) MSC siin zh"i gou 
(c) Vn ha con ch6 

three clf dog 
'three dogs' 

Competing options 

languages feature competing options, with one construction 'genetically 
·;a:cqlll1rElQ , another 'contact acquired,.3 In Mulao (Kam-Sui, China), many com-

2. Di' has other grammatical uses--e.g. as a dative marker-and may occasionally be used 
refer to 'stuff'. Here, the polysemy 'stuff'l'possessive marker' has apparently been 

derived in the opposite direction to that assumed for Vietnamese, Lao and Khmer (Le. 
'possessive marker' loses its initial 'possessed' complement, and refers to the possessed 
most generally. as 'stuff'). 
3 Presumably these options 'compete' in some principled way-i.e. their variation is 
Unlikely to be free, but rather, conditioned by differences in register or subtle semantic 
and/or pragmatic value. 

Enfield (2003, 2008:300) discusses the diffusion 

of grammatical structures in Mainland South 
East Asia. These structures involve parallel 

grammaticalisations of various verbs across 
unrelated languages. They emerged during long 

term language contact.
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LANGUAGE CONTACT AND LANGUAGE COMPLEXITY - 
MAINLAND SE ASIA (ENFIELD 2003, 2008)

Below, the functions of the verb get/acquire are illustrated:

(1) He get fish.     ‘He got fish.’            lexical

(2) He fry fish get.    ‘He can fry the fish.’ / ‘He managed to fry the fish.’  modality

(3) He fry fish get fast.   ‘He fried the fish fast.‘         manner

(4) He get fry fish.    ‘He did fry the fish.’ / ‘He got to fry the fish.’   mood
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LANGUAGE CONTACT SCENARIOS IN EASTERN INDONESIA
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POPULATION HISTORY OF WALLACEA - LOCAL ADMIXTURE

Author's personal copy

Austronesian language family, prior to AD 1500 the Polynesian mo-
tif was the world‘s most dispersed mitochondrial lineage.1

Thus a comparison of paternal and maternal genetic markers re-
veals two significant patterns. First, both point to an East Asian ori-
gin for the Austronesian expansion, consistent with the linguistic
evidence that the Austronesian language family arose among Tai-
wanese aboriginal peoples. Second, there is a very pronounced
sex bias, which appears to imply that few Austronesian men ven-
tured beyond Wallace’s phenotypic line, while their female rela-
tives continued their colonizing expeditions through the islands
of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia. In 2003, Hage and Marck
proposed that this genetic pattern could be explained as an effect
of matrilocal residence and matrilineal descent in Austronesian
Proto-Oceanic society (Hage and Marck, 2003). According to this
model, matrilocal Austronesian communities accepted husbands

from surrounding Papuan communities, and the male children of
these marriages gradually displaced the Asian O clades. However,
both mtDNA and NRY markers are strongly affected by genetic drift
and founder effects, due to their small effective size (Cox, 2008). If
the Austronesian expansion was carried out by small groups trav-
eling in sailing canoes, as is assumed, then drift and founder effects
could easily skew the demographic picture we see today. To ad-
dress this issue, Cox et al developed a new sampling strategy de-
signed to increase the statistical power of the analysis, and to
clarify the sex bias revealed by the mtDNA and NRY. A small num-
ber of SNPs were identified as Ancestry Informative Markers
(AIMs), which have increased power to distinguish between East
Asian (southern Han Chinese) and Papuan populations (highland
Papua New Guinea, which were largely isolated from Asian ad-
vances into the Pacific during the Holocene (evidence reviewed
in Cox, 2008). To gain greater insight into the question of sex bias,
the AIMs were chosen equally from autosomes and the X chromo-
some. The X chromosome spends two-thirds of its time in females
and only one-third in males, whereas autosomes spend equal time
in males and females, so in principle a comparison of diversity on
autosomes and X chromosomes can help to reveal sex-biased
migration and mixture processes (Hedrick, 2007). Thirty seven
AIMs were genotyped in the largest panel of ISEA samples studied

Fig. 1. Local admixture rates across the Indo-Pacific region. (A) Pie charts showing mean regional admixture rates (Asian component in white; Melanesian component in
black). Wallace’s biogeographical line is shown as a dotted line. Regional admixture rates are shown for data reduction purposes; admixture rates for all 60 populations (with
confidence intervals) are listed in the Supplementary Information for Cox et al. (2010). (B) Change in Asian admixture rates calculated from all SNPs combined (black line).
Asian admixture estimated from autosomal and X chromosomal SNPs are indicated by blue and red points, respectively. Note the decline in Asian admixture beginning in
Eastern Indonesia, as well as preferential retention of X chromosomal (red) versus autosomal (blue) diversity. Regions with no data indicated by a dashed line; from other
evidence, the decline in the Asian component may be more pronounced than this. Reproduced unmodified from Cox et al. (2010).

1 Soares et al. recently analyzed 157 complete mitochondrial genomes and suggest
that the full Polynesian motif most likely originated in the vicinity of the Bismarck
Archipelago. They hypothesize that the motif arose !6 kya, but that Austronesian
languages and culture arrived later, transmitted by small numbers of socially
dominant Austronesian-speaking voyagers from ISEA in the Lapita formative period,
!3.5 kya (Soares et al., 2011). This conclusion is being debated, but we note that the
model we propose here is consistent with either scenario.

264 J. Stephen Lansing et al. / Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 30 (2011) 262–272

Local admixture rates across the 
Indo-Pacific region. 

(A) Pie charts showing mean 
regional admixture rates (Asian 
component in white; Melanesian 
component in black). Wallace’s 
biogeographical line is shown as a 
dotted line. Regional admixture 
rates are shown for data reduction 
purposes; admixture rates for all 
60 populations (with confidence 
intervals) are listed in the 
Supplementary Information for 
Cox et al. (2010). (B) Change in 
Asian admixture rates calculated 
from all SNPs combined (black 
line). Asian admixture estimated 
from autosomal and X 
chromosomal SNPs are indicated 
by blue and red points, 
respectively. Note the decline in 
Asian admixture beginning in 
Eastern Indonesia, as well as 
preferential retention of X 
chromosomal (red) versus 
autosomal (blue) diversity. 
Regions with no data indicated by 
a dashed line; from other 
evidence, the decline in the Asian 
component may be more 
pronounced than this. Reproduced 
unmodified from Cox et al. 
(2010).

(source: Lansing et al. 2011)
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POPULATION HISTORY OF WALLACEA - LOCAL ADMIXTURE

It is clear from the genetic and archaeological evidence that ISEA was already populated 
when the Austronesians began their colonizing voyages. The absence of other languages in 
ISEA prompted Peter Bellwood’s question: ‘‘Why are there not far more non-Austronesian 
[linguistic] enclaves surviving in ISEA, as there are in western Island 
Melanesia. . . ?’’ (Bellwood, 2010) Our model provides an explanation based on three 
assumptions: the initial population of both indigenous peoples and Austronesian 
colonists was small; the Austronesian settlements underwent a Neolithic population 
expansion; and Austronesian women occasionally married men from surrounding non-
Austronesian villages. The children of these marriages would have spoken their 
mother’s Austronesian language, while the total population of Austronesian speakers 
grew.

Lansing et al. 2011:269
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND HUMAN EVOLUTION

Jordan et al. 2009:1957

• It has been demonstrated that patriliny coevolves with the adoption of pastoralism in 

Bantu societies (Holden and Mace 2003).

• Indo-European societies show dowry exchanges in their ancestral state (wealth exchange 

systems and marriage systems are co-evolving). (Fortunato et al. 2006)

• The most important factor for understanding the Y-chromosome conflicts with mtDNA is 
the sex-specific dispersal, which is regulated by post-marital residence rules.
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND HUMAN EVOLUTION

Jordan et al. 2009:1958 & references therein

• 5500 BC - start of the AN colonialization of the Pacific

• 4000-4500 BC - AN enter to Philippines

• 3500 BC - AN move along New Guinea (Lapita Cultural Complex)

• “A matri-biased social organization in POc people would therefore have restricted 
female genetic diversity while increasing male diversity as non-Austronesian men 

married in. Matrilocality is thus consistent with the divergent mtDNA and Y-
chromosome patterns seen in the Pacific human genetics.”
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SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND HUMAN EVOLUTION

Jordan et al. 2009:1960-1961 & references therein

• Both PAn and PMP are matrilocal (posterior probability = 0.70 and 0.99, respectively), suggesting that early 

Austronesian societies were pre- dominantly matrilocal, and that patrilocality was a later development in some 

Formosan (Taiwan) societies and the Austronesian family as a whole. Matrilocality is especially secure in PMP (0.99), 

and many daughter subgroups and societies (e.g. proto-Philippines, many Sumatran societies) still retain this pattern. 

More recently, residence switches to patrilocal in many societies surrounding the island of New Guinea (clades A, B 

and C), although some retain matrilocality.

• The PCEMP and POc nodes represent a rapid period of Austronesian expansion over a short period of time (Green 

2003), where extensive contact with non-An-speaking societies on the islands of New Guinea is likely to have 

occurred. PCEMP, POc and the intervening nodes may have been originally matrilocal (or ambilocal), but over time, 

the majority of descendant groups may have switched to patrilocality, perhaps due to cultural diffusion or integration 

into systems of wife exchange. It is possible, given the higher rates of change from matrilocality to patrilocality than 

the reverse, that patrilocal residence was repeatedly adopted by Austronesian peoples across the Pacific. A switch to 

patrilocal norms could also occur without culture contact as a catalyst. Residence patterns may have shifted as 

adaptive responses to new sedentary lifestyles or the reduction of long-distance voyaging, both of which could 

diminish the ‘male absence’ factor that may drive the origin and/or maintenance of matrilocality (Keegan & 

Machlachlan 1989; Hage 1999).
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METATYPY IN TAKIA AND WASKIA (ROSS 1996)
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METATYPY IN TAKIA AND WASKIA (ROSS 1996)

Takia: 15,000 speakers, Karkar 
Island near Madang (north coast of 
PNG) (Austronesian, Bell family 
of the North New Guinea Cluster).

Waskia: 20,000 speakers, Karkar 
Island near Madang (north coast of 
PNG) (Trans New Guinea, 
Madang family) - original 
population of the island.

Ross 1996
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METATYPY IN TAKIA AND WASKIA (ROSS 1996)
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 Takia (AN)	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 Waskia (Papuan)
(1) ‘the palm of my hand‘	
	
 	
 	
 bani-g 	
 	
 	
 ate-n	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 a-giti-ŋ	
     	
gomaŋ
	
 	
 = ‘my hand’s liver‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 hand-P:1S 	
 liver-P:3S	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 P:1S-hand 	
 ‹P:3S›liver	

(2) ‘(an) answer‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ru 	
	
 	
 	
 nao-n	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 den 	
	
 	
 koma	

	
 	
 = ‘face of word‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 word	
	
 	
 face-P:3S 	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 word	
	
 	
 ‹P:3S›face	

(3) ‘I am waiting‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 mala-g 	
 	
 	
 ŋu-gane	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 motam	
 	
 bete-sam	

	
 	
 = ‘I do/put my eye‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 eye-P:1S	
 	
 S:3S-do	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 eye 	
 	
 	
 	
 do-S:3S 	

(4) ‘I am dizzy‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 mala-g 	
 	
 	
 i-kilani	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 motam	
  	
 	
 gerago-so	

	
 	
 = ‘my eye goes round‘	
 	
 	
 eye-P:1S	
  	
 S:3S-go.round 	
	
 	
 	
 eye	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 go.round-S:3S 
(5) ‘I obey him‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 awa-n	
	
 	
 	
 	
 ŋa-ri 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 kuriŋ 	
	
 	
 	
 	
 karotu-sam	

	
 	
 = ‘I follow his mouth‘	
	
 	
 	
 mouth-P:3S 	
 S:1S-follow	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ‹P:3S›mouth 	
follow- S:1S
(6) ‘I disobey him‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 awa-n	
	
 	
 	
 	
 ŋu-tale	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 kuriŋ 	
	
 	
 	
 	
 batugar-sam	

	
 	
 = ‘I cut his mouth‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 mouth-P:3S	
	
 S:1S-cut	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ‹P:3S›mouth	
 cut-S:1S 	

(7) ‘I exclude him‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 nao-n	
 	
 	
 	
 ŋu-futani	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 koma	
 	
 	
 	
 kalo-sam	

	
 	
 = ‘I fence off his face‘	
	
 	
 	
 face-P:3S	
	
 S:1S-fence.off	
  	
 	
 	
 ‹P:3S›face 	
 fence.off- S:1S
(8) ‘I correct him‘	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 kukudo-n	
	
 ŋ-abi	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 dogowa	
 	
 	
 ilu-sam	

	
 	
 = ‘I hold his ear‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ear- P:3S	
 	
 S:1S-hold	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ‹P:3S›ear 	
	
 hold-S:1S 	

(9) ‘I am thinking‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 kankan	
 	
 ŋu-gane 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 kuamin	
 	
 tugu-sam	

	
 	
 = ‘I put thought‘ 	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 thought	
 	
 S:1S-put	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 thought	
 	
 put-S:1S	

(10)	
 ‘He believes (it)‘	
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ilo-n 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 lo 	
rumok 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 gomaŋ 	
 	
 	
 niŋi	
 nuŋuniŋ
	
 	
 = ‘(a) truth in his guts‘ 	
 	
 	
 inside-P:3S	
	
 in	
 truth	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 ‹P:3S›liver	
 in	
 	
 truth	
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RESEARCH AGENDA

• Map emotion systems across East Nusantara and New Guinea (inventory of body-parts 
involved and metaphors used - conceptualisation of emotions - as outlined in Kövecses et al. 
2009, Maalej 2004).

• Address the ‘universal emotion metaphors’ consensus and identify the ‘culture-specific 
categories’ (Maalej 2004)

• Understand other possible tool transfers in the area (agricultural practice, climate knowledge, 
kinship systems and bride-price settlements)

• Contribute to the growing body of research trying to understand conceptualisation of emotions
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